Abstract-To avoid the spatial variation of scattering characteristic effect, a three-dimensional synthetic aperture radar (3-D SAR) imaging based radar cross section (RCS) extraction technique with fixed transmitter is developed. The 3-D SAR image is used to extract targets' RCS, so it can spatially distinguish different parts of a complex object, or the targets' RCS from environment. With the abilities of outdoor measurement, it can greatly reduce the cost of measurement. Two simulations of three squares and a 3-D complex-shaped electric-large flight model demonstrate the accurate prediction of RCS.
INTRODUCTION
Radar target characterization is of great importance in both military and civilian applications, e.g., rescue mission for searching survivors in earthquake and orbiting object identification. The direct determination of the far-field radar cross section (RCS) typically requires not only expensive anechoic chambers to reduce the environment noise [1] [2] [3] , but also expensive long range measurement arrangements or compact range measuring equipment [4] . To overcome these defects, many imaging based RCS measurement techniques are developed. The most practical and mature ones are based on synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging to model the target's scattering, such as inverse SAR imaging based RCS measurement [5] [6] [7] [8] and linear array SAR imaging based RCS measurement [9] [10] [11] .
According to the results in [10] , for synthetic aperture technique, the spatial variation of scattering characteristic will cause acquired data non-coherent and deteriorate the SAR image quality greatly when the aperture angle is rather large. To eliminate the variation, the transmitter needs to be fixed. Since the transmitted signal and the geometry of the transmitter and targets remain unchanged during the observation session, the coherence of scattering electric field is well preserved, which is crucial for SAR imaging.
Based on these, the RCS extraction technique based on 3-D SAR imaging with fixed transmitter is developed, which can eliminate the spatial variation of scattering characteristic so as to improve the RCS measurement precision. The basic idea of the technique is transforming the near-field electric/magnetic currents that the 3-D SAR imaging technique reconstructed to far-field, and using the FFT algorithm to recover the frequency response of RCS. Thus, the backscattering monostatic RCS and non-backscattering bistatic RCS can be obtained as a function of direction and frequency. In addition, by rotating the target, the non-backscattering monostatic RCS can also be obtained.
Owing to its advantages such as 3-D high resolution capability, the technique can spatially distinguish the RCS of different parts from a complex object, or the targets' RCS from environment, which is available for outdoor measurement.
To generate the scattering fields of simulation targets, the widely accepted software FEKO based on physical optics is employed. The RCS results of simulation targets are compared to the FEKO results to verify the ROI extraction and precision of the technique.
PRINCIPLE
In this section the scattering explanation of 3-D SAR image will be introduced. Then, by using 3-D SAR image, the RCS extraction technique will be presented.
Scattering Explanation of 3-D SAR Image
When the transmitter is fixed, since the transmitted signal and geometry of the transmitter and targets remain unchanged during the observation session, the coherence of scattering electric field is well preserved. Then, the mechanism of 3-D SAR imaging can be explained using the scattering theory [12] [13] [14] , which separates the scattering phenomenon into three stages:
Firstly, the incident electromagnetic wave inspires the induced electric/ magnetic currents on the targets (see Fig. 1) ; Secondly, the induced electric/magnetic currents produce the receiver array propagating in free space (see Geometry of transmitter and target, since the transmitted wave and the geometry remain unchanged during the observation session, the induced electric/ magnetic current is always same. For RCS measurement, the transmitter should be placed far away enough from target to meet the far-field requirement. Figure 2 . Geometry of (virtual) receiver array and scattering field, the receiver acquires the scattering field over a large spatial scale, and then 3-D image can be obtained by using 3-D imaging methods.
Note that, for RCS measurement, the far-field incident electromagnetic wave is required in stage one. To meet the requirement, the transmitter should be placed far enough from target, or the near-field to far-field transformation of incident field should be employed which will be studied in the future.
In stage two, denoting the polarization direction of the receiver antenna asâ and the position of receiver in the receiver array as p, the received voltage at p is the scattering of the induced electric/magnetic currents projected toâ, which can be expressed as [10] :
where, ω denotes the temporal frequency, μ the permeability, J the volume electric current density, M the volume magnetic current density,p = (p − p)/ |p − p| the directional vectors from the target at p to the receiver at p, K denotes the wave number, and K = ω/c, ψ the green function:
In stage three, the 3-D SAR employs 3-D imaging methods to reconstruct the 3-D image of the targets. According to [10] , the (complex) values of the 3-D image is estimationX a (p ) of the superposition of the − → J and the outer product of − → M and the unit vector from the virtual array center to the pixelp ,p indicates the directional vectors from the receiver p to the target at p ,
where, η represents the system deviation of 3-D imaging system caused by the magnetic current density, when the aperture angle is smaller than 20 degree, η > 0.98, which can be ignored in practice [10] . For perfect conductor, the (complex) values of the 3-D image is only estimationJ a (p ) of the − → J :
With Eqs. (3) and (4), we have 3-D distribution of the induced electric and magnetic currents. In this paper, we will use this 3-D distribution to extract and calculate the targets' RCS.
Selective Feature Extraction
Since 3-D SAR imaging technique can completely separate the electric/magnetic current of different parts of target and ambient interference (such as ground, wall and turntable, etc.) spatially, RCS measurement using 3-D SAR image can relax the requirement to the measurement environment, or extract the RCS of different parts of target. The selective feature extraction (SFE) from 3-D SAR image needs two steps.
The first step of SFE is to use the prior-information (locations and sizes of targets) to extract the region of interested (ROI), i.e., the region that includes the targets and excludes the environmental disturbance, or the interested parts of the targets.
The second step is to remove the side-lobe defection caused by χ J (p , p ). To do this, a binary image should be generated to separate the main-lobes and the side-lobes without changing the complex pixel values in the ROI of SAR image as
where the minimum desirable pixel value on the sharpened image, ξ, should be selected small enough not to miss any − → J and − → M. The unnecessary side-lobes can be removed by element-wise multiplication of the Ω(p ) with the ROI of SAR imagē
to obtain a sharpened image in the ROI.
Far-Field RCS Extraction
As we stated in subsection 2.1, for perfect conductor, 3-D SAR image reflects the accurate electric current density. After SFE, we can reconstruct the scattering field (reconstructed voltage exactly) by using (1) . But according to the geometry of 3-D SAR, the kernel ψ used in (1) is a near-field kernel.
To obtain far-field RCS, this could be remedied by using a far field kernel when |p| → ∞ as:
Thus, the far-field voltage can be reconstructed as:
jωJ a (p )ψ far dp (8) where,p denotes the directional vectors from the target at p to the receiver at p.
As v far (p, t) is the superposition of wideband components from the wideband SAR system, to obtain the frequency response of v far (p, t), the FFT operator is used, and we have:
Then, the RCS can be calculated as:
where, v in (ω) denotes the voltage of transmitter placed at p in (assumed that the transmitter is placed far away enough from target to meet the far-field requirement). Equation (10) indicates that using 3-D SAR image via BP method, we can obtain far-field RCS of perfect conductor as a function of frequency and direction in some configurations. The direction angles can be calculated and are limited as:
where, L means the length of receiver array and R the distance between the targets and the center of the array. As the transmitter is fixed and the receiver can be seen as moves in the array, when the receiver is at the same direction angles as the transmitter, the monostatic RCS can be obtain as a function of direction and frequency; when the receiver is not at the same direction angles as the transmitter, the bistatic RCS is obtained as a function of direction and frequency, and the bistatic angles which can be calculated are limited as Eq. (11) . In this case, only the monostatic RCS in one angle and the bistatic RCS in different angles within a certain range are obtained. If monostatic RCS of different angles is needed, one should rotate the target at different angles. Moreover, by rotating the target, the range of angles of the bistatic RCS can also be extended.
Strictly speaking, to predict RCS of general dielectric medium, we need to know both of the electric/magnetic currents. Since the BP method can only obtain the superposition of J and M ×p, we cannot calculate the voltage accurately.
When p = 0, however,p = p |p | =p , ignoring the system derivation η, and we have: (12) which is in accordance with the imaging result of BP method. Equation (12) indicates that using the 3-D SAR image via BP method, we can restore the voltage at the original point with slight system derivation and predict backscattering RCS of general dielectric medium properly. When predicting the non-backscattering RCS, however, additional error occurs because of the unknown electric/magnetic current densities.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
In this section, the well-accepted electromagnetic calculation software FEKO based on physical optics [15] is used to simulate the scattered fields and set the theoretical RCS of targets. Two Experiments are conducted to verify ROI extraction and precision of the technique by comparing with FEKO results.
RCS of ROI Extraction
The technique has been applied to a three-dimensional target distribution made up of three perfectconductor thin square plates with lengths of 2, 2.5 and 3 cm, respectively, and positioned as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3 . The center frequency is 2 GHz, the bandwidth 1 GHz, and the size of receiver array 2 m × 2 m. Figure 4 shows the 3-D imaging result of the three thin square plates, and each of them can be easily extracted from the whole image by using the prior-information (locations and sizes). Then, the RCS of each plate can be independently calculated by using the technique stated in this paper, and these are shown in Figs. 5-6. Very good correspondence between FEKO and simulation is observed in Fig. 5 . Small deviations are seen in Fig. 6 at the band edges due to the finite-length filter used in the range domain. Other Table 2 . Deviation of RCS of squares (dB). very small differences (See Table 2 ) are probably due to the finite-length interpolations used in the BP algorithm and RCS calculation.
Complicated Flight Mode
The scattering characteristic of flight model is complicated, and the spatial variation of scattering characteristic from different observation angle is significant, which is suitable for verifying the prediction of RCS measurement. Fig. 7 shows geometry of the flight model, in which the center frequency is 10 GHz, the bandwidth 5 GHz, and the size of receiver array 2 m × 2 m. Figure 9 shows the angle responses of RCS. When observation angle is between −20 and 20 degrees, very good correspondence between FEKO and simulation is observed, and the mean difference is 2.843 dB and the standard deviation 1.033 dB. When observation angle is less than −20 degrees or more than 20 degrees, deviations are noticeable due to the system deviation stated in (8) . This disadvantage can be solved by rotating the target to obtain the angle responses of RCS more than 20 degree. Figure 10 shows the frequency responses of RCS. The variation trends of two results are approximately the same, but the mean difference is 2.719 dB. The standard deviation is 1.941 dB due to the finite-length interpolations and some loss of small scattering characteristic suffered from the discrete 3-D resolution equal to the wavelength. By contrast, the electromagnetic computing requires the mesh size of target to be less than one-eighth of the wavelength, which cannot be satisfied in all the imaging based RCS prediction techniques.
According to the above reason, the precisions of measuring complicated targets are limited due to the system resolution. However, considering that the 2-D/3-D radar imaging techniques have been used more and more [16, 17] , the imaging based RCS measurement results are more practical and useful than the electromagnetic computing results.
CONCLUSION
A novel 3-D SAR imaging based RCS measurement technique with fixed transmitter has been presented, which can avoid the spatial variation of scattering characteristic effect so as to improve the RCS measurement precision. With the abilities of selective feature extraction, it can relax the requirement to the measurement environment and reduce the cost of measurement. 
